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CESAR LANDS STAFF PRIZE
LEVEN years ago, Cesar

Dayaca, originally from the

Philippines, arrived in

Middleham to join Mark Johnston

Racing as a Rider/Groom. 

Cesar had been a jockey at home,

and in travelling to England, he was

leaving his home country for the first

time. 

Not only that, Cesar was leaving

behind his wife Marlyn and his two

young children, determined to earn

enough from his endeavours in

Middleham to send home to support

them.

Speaking little or no English, it

must have been difficult for Cesar to

adjust to life in his new home. To his

credit, Cesar rolled up his sleeves,

threw himself into his new job and has

carved his own niche within the staff

team. 

Cesar, now 43 and rarely seen

without the broadest of smiles upon

his face, has made himself a hugely

Cesar deserves the utmost praise for

building a life for himself in his

adopted country, and he was overjoyed

when, last winter, his wife and

children were able to come to England

to join him. Indeed, Marlyn now

works for Kingsley Park in the staff

canteen and the children have started

at the local high school.

Always smiling, Cesar has an

inspirational attitude towards his work

and a work ethic which inspires all his

peers.  

As part of his well-deserved prize,

Cesar will receive 200 staff points,

which can be used to acquire the

yard’s branded clothing, and will be a

guest of Mark for a day at the races.

Thanks once again to our generous

sponsors, the renowned Wensleydale

Heifer, an award-winning boutique

hotel and seafood restaurant in West

Witton, near Leyburn, Cesar will also

be treated to a sumptuous dinner for

two at their expense.

valued and immensely popular

member of the Kingsley Park staff.

So it comes as no surprise that Cesar

has now scooped the latest Employee

of the Quarter award, becoming the

sixth recipient of the prize which was

established by Mark and Deirdre with

a view to recognising, highlighting and

celebrating dedication and excellence

in performance among our staff team.

Experience

Nothing is too much trouble for

Cesar and he is always willing to help

out his peers, either in undertaking

tasks for them or in sharing the benefit

of his experience. Often, he will come

into the yard to ride out, even on days

off.

In addition to his riding, which is of

a high level, Cesar often travels horses

to the races, and his turn-out skills are

of the highest standard. 
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